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Abstract
Interbody fusion device subsidence has been reported clinically. An enhanced understanding of the
mechanical behaviour of the surrounding bone would allow for accurate predictions of vertebral
subsidence. The multiaxial inelastic behaviour of trabecular bone is investigated at a microscale
and macroscale level. The post-yield behaviour of trabecular bone under hydrostatic and confined
compression is investigated using micro-computed tomography derived microstructural models,
elucidating a mechanism of pressure dependent yielding at the macroscopic level. Specifically,
microstructural trabecular simulations predict a distinctive yield point in the apparent stress-strain
curve under uniaxial, confined and hydrostatic compression. Such distinctive apparent stress-strain
behaviour results from localised stress concentrations and material yielding in the trabecular
microstructure. This phenomenon is shown to be independent of the plasticity formulation
employed at a trabecular level. The distinctive response can be accurately captured by a continuum
model using a crushable foam plasticity formulation in which pressure dependent yielding occurs.
Vertebral device subsidence experiments are also performed, providing measurements of the
trabecular plastic zone. It is demonstrated that a pressure dependent plasticity formulation must be
used for continuum level macroscale models of trabecular bone in order to replicate the
experimental observations, further supporting the microscale investigations. Using a crushable
foam plasticity formulation in the simulation of vertebral subsidence, it is shown that the predicted
subsidence force and plastic zone size correspond closely with the experimental measurements. In
contrast the use of von Mises, Drucker-Prager and Hill plasticity formulations for continuum
trabecular bone models lead to over prediction of the subsidence force and plastic zone.

Keywords: trabecular bone; pressure dependent yielding; hydrostatic
compression; confined compression; microCT finite element analysis; vertebral
subsidence; crushable foam.

1. Introduction
Low back pain is a major health care problem and an interbody fusion device
(IFD) endeavours to replace a damaged or diseased intervertebral disc. IFDs often
contain bone graft material to promote rigid fixation of the adjacent vertebrae. The
metallic IFDs are significantly stiffer than the natural intervertebral disc and do
not mimic the natural disc geometry. A range of IFD subsidence rates (3-76.7%)
have been reported clinically (Beutler and Peppelman 2003; Choi and Sung 2006;
Chen et al. 2005). The vertebral endplates, the superior and inferior surfaces of the
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vertebral body, are composed of cortical bone. Various IFD designs require
different bony endplate preparation techniques: intact; partial removal; complete
removal. Removal of the stiffer cortical endplate exposes a host bed of bleeding
trabecular bone (potentially osteogenic cells) which is advantageous from a
biological point of view allowing bone fusion with the graft material. A number of
in vitro investigations of the effect of endplate removal on the vertebral
subsidence force have provided conflicting recommendations including: endplate
preservation (Lim et al. 2001; Oxland et al. 2003); partial endplate removal
(Steffen et al. 2000; Lowe et al. 2004); complete endplate removal (Hollowell et
al. 1996; Closkey et al. 1993). Regardless of the endplate preparation technique,
the insertion of a stiff metallic IFD will induce significant stress concentrations in
the surrounding bone. An enhanced understanding of the mechanical behaviour of
the surrounding bone would allow for accurate predictions of vertebral
subsidence, ultimately leading to improved IFD design and a reduced risk of
subsidence.

The present study investigates vertebral device subsidence into the underlying
trabecular bone which entails finite deformation and inelastic material behaviour.
A complex stress state occurs due to the natural confinement of trabecular bone
by a stiff cortical shell leading to significant pressure stress and large inelastic
deformation. This suggests that it is essential to correctly model the multiaxial
yield behaviour of trabecular bone to accurately predict subsidence. The
importance of using an appropriate continuum constitutive plasticity formulation
for an accurate prediction of the macroscale plastic deformation of trabecular bone
during vertebral subsidence is therefore investigated.

To characterise the mechanical properties of trabecular bone previous studies have
primarily relied on uniaxial compression testing of representative samples of
trabecular bone (Goldstein 1987; Røhl et al. 1991; Kopperdahl and Keaveny
1998; Morgan and Keaveny 2001; Keaveny et al. 1993; Keyak et al. 1996). Few
studies have performed confined compression testing (Kelly and McGarry 2012;
Linde and Hvid 1989; Charlebois et al. 2010a) or multiaxial compression testing
(Fenech and Keaveny 1999; Keaveny et al. 1999; Rincon-Kohli and Zysset 2009)
although trabecular bone is naturally constrained in vivo by the surrounding
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cortex. Complex loading configurations such as hydrostatic and confined
compression, which involve the development of high trabecular pressures, should
be considered to elucidate the multiaxial yield behaviour of trabecular bone.
Recently published experiments demonstrate that confined compression
(Charlebois et al., 2010; Kelly and McGarry 2012) and multiaxial compression
(Rincon-Kohli and Zysset 2009) loading of trabecular bone leads to apparent
stress-strain curves that exhibit a distinctive yield point. Further, Kelly and
McGarry (2012) demonstrated that simulation of this apparent response to
confined compression using a continuum model requires the use of a pressure
dependent yield formulation (i.e. a formulation in which a purely hydrostatic
stress state can result in material yielding, unlike the conventional pressure
independent von Mises (VM) plasticity formulation).

In addition to the macroscale investigation of vertebral subsidence, a
microstructural analysis of trabecular bone plasticity is also performed. Microcomputed tomography (μCT) based finite element (FE) models provide an
accurate representation of the trabecular microarchitecture, however, due to high
computational expense they are usually limited in terms of contact conditions,
material behaviour and deformation. The use of microstructural models of
representative trabecular bone samples to elucidate the inelastic behaviour can
lead to the development of accurate continuum models, as demonstrated in the
present study which may be used for macroscale applications with complex
boundary and contact conditions, finite deformation and non-linear material
behaviour.

Using microstructural voxel based trabecular geometry with linear elastic material
models several studies have simulated the response of representative samples of
trabecular bone to uniaxial compression (Harrison et al. 2008; Nagaraja et al.
2005; Müller and Rüegsegger 1995; Van Rietbergen et al. 1995). A number of
studies have simulated non-linear trabecular behaviour by reducing the elastic
modulus of the trabecular material when the principal strain at a material point
exceeds a predefined value (Bayraktar et al. 2004a; 2004b; Niebur et al. 2000;
2002; Guillén et al. 2011; Verhulp et al. 2008). Verhulp et al. (2008) simulated
uniaxial compression using μCT based trabecular geometry with a perfectly6

plastic VM plasticity formulation, while Harrison et al. (2012) simulated material
damage and fracture in the trabecular microarchitecture, also under uniaxial
compression. Apart from the studies of Niebur et al. (2002) and Bayraktar et al.
(2004a), in which biaxial (triaxial stress) and axial-shear testing was simulated
using the principal strain based modulus reduction model, none of these μCT
studies has investigated the role of microstructural architecture in the multiaxial
yielding of trabecular bone at the apparent level by considering loading
configurations other than uniaxial compression. Van Rietbergen et al. (1995) and
Boyd et al. (2002) considered confined compression of microstructural trabecular
specimens, which were restricted to the elastic regime with maximum apparent
strains of 1%, again assuming linear elastic material behaviour.

The present study provides a link between the microscale (trabeculae) and
macroscale inelastic behaviour of trabecular bone. The first objective of the study
is to implement uniaxial, hydrostatic and confined compression for
microstructural based models of a representative sample of the trabecular bone
microstructure in order to predict multiaxial apparent yield behaviour. Specifically
the following issue is investigated: if a pressure independent plasticity formulation
is used to represent the material behaviour of individual trabeculae in a µCT
model, will the predicted apparent stress-strain curves for hydrostatic and
confined compression exhibit distinctive yielding? The second objective is to
investigate the importance of using an appropriate continuum constitutive
plasticity formulation for an accurate prediction of the macroscale plastic
deformation of trabecular bone in order to accurately simulate the experimental
subsidence of a vertebral IFD.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1 Computational Modelling of a Representative Trabecular Bone
Sample
In order to investigate the roles of trabecular bone microstructure on apparent
yielding, 3D 8 mm cube FE models of the trabecular bone microstructure were
created from a lumbar ovine vertebra obtained from the PRTLI ‘Bone for Life’
project (Prendergast and McHugh 2004) using μCT images at 72 μm resolution
7

(μCT 40, Scanco Medical AG, Basserdorf, Switzerland) consisting of
approximately 270,000 four noded tetrahedral elements (v14.11 Mimics and v6.0
3matic, Materialise, Leuven, Belgium) (Fig. 1). An elastic perfectly-plastic VM
plasticity formulation was implemented, which does not include any pressure
dependent yielding in the trabecular material. Three different simulations were
performed: uniaxial compression; hydrostatic compression; confined
compression. The tests were simulated in the superior-inferior direction where the
specimens were oriented parallel to the axis of loading (on-axis). Apparent stressstrain curves were created for each loading configuration. The simulations
investigated if apparent yielding of trabecular bone (as demonstrated by Kelly and
McGarry (2012)) can be captured using a simple VM plasticity formulation in
addition to an explicit representation of the trabecular bone microarchitecture.
Simulations were also performed in which the Drucker-Prager (DP) plasticity
formulation was used to model the trabecular material. Based on nanoindentation
results from individual ovine vertebral trabeculae (Harrison et al. 2008), a local
trabecular tissue Young’s modulus (ELOC) of 4 GPa was assumed. A local
trabecular yield stress (σyLOC) of 66 MPa and elastic Poisson’s ratio (νe) of 0.3
were also assumed (Harrison et al. 2008). Symmetric boundary conditions were
imposed at the apparent level to simulate each loading configuration ensuring the
specimen edges remained planar during loading and each model was loaded to 5%
apparent strain (v6.11 Abaqus Standard, Dassault Systémes Simulia Corp.
Providence, RI).
In addition to μCT models, continuum models of the trabecular bone were also
investigated in order to replicate the material behaviour (Kelly and McGarry
2012). Uniaxial, confined and hydrostatic compression loading were implemented
to 5% apparent strain, noting that the q-p ratio differs for each loading case (where
q denotes the von Mises equivalent stress and p is the pressure (hydrostatic) stress,
see Appendix for details). The VM, crushable foam with isotropic hardening
(CFI) and crushable foam with volumetric hardening (CFV) plasticity
formulations are considered (v6.11 Abaqus Standard). All three plasticity
formulations were calibrated in uniaxial compression to the μCT based models
and the ability of each formulation to replicate the hydrostatic and confined
compression behaviour of the μCT models was investigated. For the CFI and CFV
8

plasticity formulations the compression yield stress ratio (K), the ratio of the
uniaxial to the hydrostatic yield stress, was determined from the μCT results. A
plastic Poisson’s ratio (νp) of 0.29 was assumed (Kelly and McGarry 2012).
Parameter calibration was performed to identify an accurate solution for νe under
hydrostatic compression.
2.2 Macroscale Experimental Testing and Computational Simulation
of Vertebral Punch Indentation
Mechanical testing of IFD subsidence was performed by indenting an 8 mm
diameter punch into a lumbar ovine vertebral body, referred to as a full vertebral
test (FVT). In order to visualise the trabecular deformation that occurs during the
mechanical testing, testing was also performed on ovine vertebral bodies dissected
in the sagittal plane and indented using a half punch, referred to as a vertebral
visualisation test (VVT). Eight L6 ovine vertebrae obtained from the PRTLI
‘Bone for Life’ project were frozen at -20°C and thawed at 4°C in phosphate
buffer solution (PBS) for 24 hours prior to mechanical testing. The transverse
processes were removed at approximately 5 mm from where they joined the
vertebral body using a bandsaw under constant irrigation (Jubilee VBS 360,
Addison Saws Ltd., West Midlands, UK). The superior intervertebral discs were
dissected using a scalpel and care was taken not to damage the vertebral endplate.

For the FVTs (n = 5) each vertebra was secured in a custom made rig ensuring the
superior endplate remained parallel to the test direction (Fig. 2). The inferior
endplate was potted to a depth of approximately 19 mm in a rig using a low
melting point alloy. An 8 mm diameter slot drill was used to remove
approximately 1 mm of cortical bone from the central portion of the superior
endplate until a complete surface of underlying trabecular bone was observed. The
potted specimens were mounted in a testing machine with a 30 kN load cell
(model 4467, Instron Corp., Canton, MA, USA). To approximate an IFD, an
8 mm diameter solid cylindrical aluminium punch was used to apply an axial
compressive load to the specimens at a rate of 5 mm/min to an indentation depth
of 10 mm. One FVT specimen experienced significant modulus reduction during
testing and was excluded, leaving four specimens for analysis.
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For the VVTs (n = 5) (Fig. 2b) the vertebral bodies were cut in the sagittal plane
using a bandsaw. An 8 mm diameter slot drill was used to create a semi-circular
hole with a radius of 4 mm and a depth of approximately 1 mm at the centre of the
endplate. A small brush and water hose were used to remove the excess marrow at
the cut surface to expose the external trabecular bone struts. The vertebral cut
surface was placed against a perspex window in a custom made rig, creating a
symmetry boundary condition, and was potted (~19 mm) in the rig and mounted
on the Instron (Fig. 2b). The specimens were loaded in axial compression using a
semi-circular punch (radius = 4 mm) also at a rate of 5 mm/min and to an
indentation depth of 10 mm. In tandem with the mechanical tests, twodimensional video imaging of each VVT was performed using a camera. The
experimental whitening regions were measured from selected frames at 4 to 8 mm
indentation. Force-indentation curves were plotted for each specimen. The
maximum force was defined as the maximum load following the linear portion of
the force-indentation curve.

A macroscale continuum 2D axisymmetric FE model of an ovine lumbar vertebra
was created consisting of approximately 375,000 linear triangular and
quadrilateral elements (v6.11 Abaqus Explicit). The metallic punch was modelled
as a rigid body as it is several orders of magnitude stiffer than trabecular bone.
The cortical bone was assumed to be homogenous, isotropic and linear elastic
with an apparent Young’s modulus (EAPP) of 22 GPa and an νe of 0.3 (Reilly and
Burstein 1974). The trabecular bone was assumed to be homogenous and was
modelled using five different plasticity formulations: VM; DP; CFI; CFV; Hill.
Following initial yield, perfectly-plastic behaviour (no strain hardening) was
assumed for all formulations. Material parameter calibration was performed for
the trabecular bone EAPP and apparent yield stress (σyAPP) to determine an accurate
numerical solution for the experimental results. The νe was based on the
microstructural results. For the DP plasticity formulation a friction angle (β) of 2°,
a flow stress ratio (KDP), the ratio of the yield stress in triaxial tension to the yield
stress in triaxial compression, of 1 and a dilation angle (ψ) of 0° were assumed.
For the crushable foam plasticity formulations the value of K was based on the
microstructural results. A νp of 0.29 for the CFI plasticity formulation was
assumed (Kelly and McGarry 2012). For the anisotropic Hill plasticity
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formulation the yield stress ratios in the two transverse directions were based on
testing of the µCT models in the two transverse loading directions. Details of the
five plasticity formulations are provided in the Appendix. Loads and boundary
conditions were applied to replicate the experimental set-up. A frictionless surface
to surface penalty contact algorithm was implemented between the punch and
bone. An adaptive remeshing rule was used due to the large deformations that
occur during loading.

3. Results
3.1 Computational Results of a Representative Trabecular Bone
Sample
The computed apparent stress-strain curves of the µCT based trabecular bone
models under uniaxial, hydrostatic and confined compression for a VM plasticity
formulation are shown in Fig. 3a-c (black lines). The stress results in Fig. 3 are
normalised, whereby the apparent stress (σ) is divided by the σyAPP. For the μCT
model under uniaxial compression, a distinct apparent yield point is followed by a
stress plateau (Fig. 3a). A ratio of the EAPP to the σyAPP of 79 is computed under
uniaxial compression. The EAPP and σyAPP results are in agreement with previously
reported experimental uniaxial compression results on ovine lumbar trabecular
bone (Harrison et al. 2008). For confined compression a very similar apparent
stress-strain curve is computed for the μCT model, with a slightly higher σyAPP
(Fig. 3c). The computed uniaxial and confined compression apparent stress-strain
curves are similar to previous experimental results (Kelly and McGarry 2012).
Under hydrostatic compression similar yield behaviour is also computed for the
μCT models with slight strain hardening evident post-yield (Fig. 3b). For the μCT
models with a DP plasticity formulation assumed for the trabecular material,
incorporating a friction angle (β = 4°; KDP = 1; ψ = 0°) and strength asymmetry
(β = 0°; KDP = 0.8; ψ = 0°), similar yield points in the apparent stress-strain curve
are predicted for hydrostatic and confined compression (results not presented) to
that predicted for a VM plasticity formulation.

At an apparent strain of 2%, trabecular yielding is evident in all three compression
loading configurations, whereas, at 5% strain near perfectly-plastic behaviour
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with little strain hardening is computed for the μCT models with a VM plasticity
formulation for the trabecular material (Fig. 3). In Fig. 4 and 5 the local behaviour
of individual trabeculae are shown at an apparent strain of 2 and 5% for the μCT
models under all three compression loading configurations. The computed contour
plot results of equivalent plastic strain, von Mises equivalent stress (q) and
pressure stress (p) are detailed. For all three loading configurations, the applied
apparent strains result in non-uniform localised yielding of the trabeculae (Fig 4ac, 5a-c), which are more pronounced under hydrostatic compression. At both 2
and 5% strain, greater local magnitudes and distributions of equivalent plastic
strain, von Mises equivalent stress and pressure are predicted for hydrostatic
compression (Fig. 4b,e,h, 5b,e,h). It is critical to note that, although the apparent
boundary conditions are hydrostatic compression and the material behaviour of
individual trabeculae are the simplistic pressure independent VM plasticity
formulation, extensive localised plastic yielding and plasticity occur due to the
complex trabecular architecture (Fig. 4b, 5b). At 2 and 5% strain, the plastic strain
regions (Fig. 4a-c, 5a-c) correspond to comparable regions of high von Mises
equivalent stress (Fig. 4d-f, 5d-f). It is clear from the μCT results that despite
implementing a simplistic VM plasticity formulation for the trabecular material,
the complex microarchitecture of the trabeculae causes a distinct yield point in the
apparent stress-strain curve under all three compression loading configurations.

The ability of a continuum model of the trabecular bone with a VM plasticity
formulation to replicate the μCT based apparent level stress-strain curves are also
considered in Fig. 3 (red lines). Under uniaxial compression the continuum VM
plasticity formulation is calibrated to the μCT results, where a distinctive yield
point is followed by a stress plateau (Fig. 3a). Under hydrostatic compression a νe
of 0.21 is computed which replicates the initial elastic behaviour very well
(Fig. 3b). The continuum VM plasticity formulation cannot replicate the μCT
results under hydrostatic compression and no yield is computed (by definition). A
continuum based VM plasticity formulation cannot achieve apparent yield under
hydrostatic loading; therefore, a plasticity formulation that incorporates pressure
dependent yielding is necessary for a continuum based representation of
trabecular bone. Under confined compression slight plastic deformation occurs for
the continuum VM plasticity formulation and a poor match to the μCT results is
12

achieved (Fig. 3c). For the continuum VM plasticity formulation the apparent
stresses at 5% apparent strain are over predicted by a factor of 6.3 and 3.2 under
hydrostatic and confined compression respectively when compared to the μCT
results. A continuum model with a DP plasticity formulation does not have the
ability to capture the yield behaviour of the μCT models under hydrostatic or
confined compression due to its linear yield surface in the q-p plane and would
produce similar over predicted results under hydrostatic compression to the
continuum VM plasticity formulation.

Additionally, the ability of a continuum model with the CFI and CFV plasticity
formulations to capture the μCT based apparent level stress-strain curves are
considered in Fig. 3 (blue and green lines). The CFI and CFV plasticity
formulations were calibrated under uniaxial compression to the μCT results (Fig.
3a). For the crushable foam plasticity formulations, K was computed as 0.85
based on the μCT results. In contrast to the continuum VM plasticity formulation,
a distinctive yield point is predicted for the CFI and CFV plasticity formulations
under hydrostatic compression, approximating the μCT results very well (Fig. 3b).
Although the stresses for the CFI and CFV plasticity formulations are slightly
under predicted at higher strains for hydrostatic loading, they provide superior
matches to the μCT results than the continuum VM plasticity formulation. As a
validation, confined compression was performed and the CFI and CFV plasticity
formulations predict the microstructural yield stress and post-yield behaviour
quite well (Fig. 3c). The CFI plasticity formulation provides a better correlation
with the μCT results under confined compression than the CFV plasticity
formulation. For the CFV plasticity formulation a hydrostatic yield stress ratio
(Kt) of 0.5 (i.e. the ratio of the yield stress in hydrostatic tension to the initial yield
stress in hydrostatic compression) provides a reasonable match to the μCT results
under all three loading configurations. The continuum CFI and CFV plasticity
formulations, which permit pressure dependent yielding, replicate the μCT based
apparent stress-strain curves very well under all three loading configurations.
The μCT models reveal that when a pressure independent VM plasticity
formulation is assumed, the apparent yield behaviour of the trabecular bone is
pressure dependent due to local yielding of trabeculae. The development of stress
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concentrations lead to localised yielding of trabeculae due to the
microarchitecture. The VM plasticity formulation can predict apparent trabecular
yielding under hydrostatic and confined compression loading only if the
trabecular microstructure is considered concurrently. However, for a continuum
representation of trabecular bone under hydrostatic or confined compression it is
essential to implement a constitutive formulation, such as a crushable foam
plasticity formulation, that has the ability to capture the pressure dependent yield
behaviour of the trabecular bone. Unlike VM and DP plasticity, for an increase in
pressure the crushable foam plasticity formulations lead to a lower von Mises
equivalent stress at yield due to the elliptical yield surface in the q-p plane.
3.2 Macroscale Experimental Testing and Computational Simulation
of Vertebral Punch Indentation Results
The experimental force-indentation curves for the macroscale indentation of a
punch into vertebral trabecular bone specimens are shown in Fig. 6. The FVT and
VVT results are shown in Fig. 6a,b where distinctive yielding is followed by a
stress plateau. As only half vertebrae are tested the mean VVT force results in Fig.
6c are multiplied a factor of two, therefore comparing directly with the mean FVT
results. Similar mean experimental results are measured for the FVTs and VVTs
(scaled results) where yielding occurs at approximately 3 and 2.5 kN respectively.
Experimental (mean±SD) maximum force results of 3.1±0.7 and 1.5±0.1 kN
(scaled 3.0±0.1 kN) are measured for the FVTs and VVTs.

The results of a VVT at indentation depths of 0, 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 mm are shown in
Fig. 7 where localised regions of trabecular bone whitening are observed directly
below the punch. Whitening of trabecular bone has been shown to be evidence of
localised plastic deformation, crushing and microdamage of trabeculae (Thurner
et al. 2006; 2007; Jungmann et al. 2011) and is clearly evident below the punch at
indentation depths of 2-10 mm. At 2 mm indentation a whitened trabecular region
is evident immediately below the punch, extending 3.2±0.9 mm from the punchbone interface (Fig. 7b). With increased indentation from 4 to 8 mm the whitened
trabecular region that advances below the punch does not increase substantially,
extending 3.2±0.4, 3.3±0.6 and 3.4±0.7 mm below the interface respectively
(Fig.7c-e).
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The macroscale computational predictions for punch indentation depths of 2 to
10 mm are shown in Fig. 8. The trabecular bone was modelled as a continuum and
the material behaviour was modelled using the VM, DP, Hill, CFI and CFV
plasticity formulations. The experimental FVT results (mean±SD) are also shown
in Fig. 8 for comparison. For the trabecular bone, an EAPP of 170 MPa and a νe of
0.21 replicate the initial pre-yield portion of the experimental results very well.
With a trabecular bone σyAPP of 50 MPa the VM plasticity formulation accurately
predicts the initial yield behaviour; however, it cannot capture the experimental
force plateau post-yield. Very similar results are also computed for the DP
plasticity formulation (σyAPP = 50 MPa; β = 2°; KDP = 1; ψ = 0°). At an indentation
of over 3 mm the forces for the VM and DP plasticity formulations exceed the
experimental standard deviations, overestimating the force required to achieve
punch indentation by 73% and 65% respectively. The anisotropic Hill plasticity
formulation, with yield stress ratios in the transverse directions of 0.52 and 0.57 of
the axial σyAPP, captures the initial yield behaviour very well. However, an over
predicted force plateau is computed from 4-10 mm indentation which is outside
the experimental standard deviations. The experimental yield and force plateau
behaviour is captured very well by the CFI plasticity formulation
(σyAPP = 50 MPa; K = 0.85; νp = 0.29) which are within the experimental standard
deviations. For a CFV plasticity formulation (σyAPP = 50 MPa; K = 0.85; Kt = 0.5)
the initial yield and force plateau are slightly under predicted, but computed force
values are within the standard deviations of the experimental results. When
compared to the mean experimental FVT results, maximum errors in the force
predictions of 32%, 8% and 17% occur for the Hill, CFI and CFV plasticity
formulations respectively.

Computational contour plot results of the equivalent plastic strain, von Mises
equivalent stress and pressure of the punch indentation into the vertebral
trabecular bone are depicted in Fig. 9-11 respectively for the VM, Hill, CFI and
CFV plasticity formulations. Due to the similarity with the VM plasticity
formulation results, contour plot predictions for the DP plasticity formulation are
not presented. At a punch indentation depth of 2 mm, similar stress and strain
results are evident for the VM, Hill, CFI and CFV plasticity formulations (Fig. 9a,
15

10a, 11a). In addition to the qualitative results in Fig. 9-11, quantitative results are
presented in Fig. 12 where the depths the plastic zone regions extend below the
punch-bone interface are shown for all five plasticity formulations at 4, 6 and
8 mm punch indentation. In Fig. 12 the plastic regions are also compared to the
experimentally (mean±SD) observed whitening regions at the same indentation
depths. As shown in Fig. 9 and 12, greater regions of equivalent plastic strain are
computed for the VM and Hill plasticity formulations at 4-10 mm indentation than
for the CFI and CFV plasticity formulations where the strains are much more
localised. For VM plasticity a non-yielding region (black in contour plot) is
evident directly below the punch-bone interface at 4-10 mm indentation (Fig. 9be). In contrast, localised plastic yielding is evident directly below the interface for
the CFI plasticity formulation in Fig. 9b-e which extends 3.1, 3.2, 3.1 and 3.1 mm
from the interface at 4-10 mm indentation respectively (Fig. 12). Whitening of the
trabecular bone at the region immediately below the punch-bone interface is also
observed experimentally (Fig. 7), with very similar regions and depths of
whitening and plastic strain observed experimentally and for the CFI plasticity
formulation (Fig. 12). Similar plastic strain depths are also predicted for the CFV
plasticity formulation (Figs. 9, 12b-e), however non-yielding regions are evident
which are not observed experimentally. An over predicted zone of plastic yielding
is evident for the VM plasticity formulation (Fig. 9b-e) which enlarges below the
punch with increased indentation, extending 5.1 to 6.3 mm from the interface at 410 mm indentation (Fig. 12). The Hill plasticity formulation over predicts the
region of plastic yielding, which a maximum depth of 5.9 mm at 8 mm
indentation (Fig. 9, 12). A larger plastic yielding region lateral to the punch is also
predicted for the Hill plasticity formulation (Fig. 9). Experimental images reveal
that such whitening is not evident lateral to the punch (Fig 7).

At 4-10 mm indentation in Fig. 10b-e, distinct localised regions of high von Mises
equivalent stress (shown in red and grey) are evident for the CFI and CFV
plasticity formulations in contrast to the VM and Hill plasticity formulations
where a much greater area of increased stress is computed. Although the peak von
Mises equivalent stress is similar for all of the plasticity formulations, the regions
of high stress increase in depth with increased punch indentation for the VM in
comparison to CFI and CFV plasticity formulations where the regions remain
16

nearly constant. In contrast to the von Mises equivalent stress results in Fig. 10,
the magnitudes of the peak compressive pressure (+ve) in Fig. 11 are much
greater for the VM and Hill plasticity formulations than for the CFI and CFV
plasticity formulations. At 4-10 mm indentation, peak compressive pressures of
74-126 MPa and 99-101 MPa occur for VM and Hill plasticity respectively in
comparison to 52-55 MPa and 54-59 MPa for the CFI and CFV plasticity
formulations respectively (Fig. 11b-e). At 4-10 mm indentation (Fig. 11b-e),
localised high pressures (>50 MPa, shown in grey) are evident for CFI and CFV
plasticity extending 0.5-0.7 mm and 0.2-1.0 mm from the punch-bone interface
respectively. In contrast to the crushable foam plasticity formulation results, high
interface pressures in the VM and Hill plasticity formulations are more
pronounced extending 1.8-3.5 mm and 3.2-3.7 mm respectively below the punch
at 4-10 mm indentation (Fig. 11b-e). Interestingly, for VM plasticity, the high
interface pressures (Fig. 11b-e) contrast with the plastic strain results where a
non-yielding region is predicted immediately below the punch (Fig. 9b-e).

The VM plasticity formulation results in large over predicted distributions of both
pressure and von Mises equivalent stress (Fig. 10, 11) and the resulting
indentation forces are hence over predicted (Fig. 8). Similarly over predicted
distributions of pressure and von Mises equivalent stress are evident for the Hill
plasticity formulation (Fig. 10, 11) and the indentation forces are not within the
experimental standard deviations (Fig. 8). In contrast to the VM and Hill results,
plasticity in the CFI and CFV plasticity formulations are concentrated at the
interface (Fig. 9) due to the fact an increase in pressure leads to a lower von Mises
equivalent stress at yield for crushable foam plasticity. For the CFI plasticity
formulation, the high interface pressures correspond to a comparable area of
plasticity (Fig. 11).

4. Discussion
The microstructural FE simulations of trabecular bone reveal a distinctive yield
point at the apparent level under uniaxial, hydrostatic and confined compression.
Simulations reveal that under hydrostatic compression, localised stress
concentrations occur at a microscale (trabeculae level), resulting in a distinctive
yield point in the apparent stress-strain curve. This distinctive response at the
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apparent level can be accurately captured by a continuum model using a pressure
dependent CFI or CFV plasticity formulation. At the macroscale, the vertebral
subsidence experiments quantify localised regions of whitened trabecular bone
directly under the punch which remain approximately constant in size with
increased indentation. Macroscale vertebral IFD subsidence simulations further
emphasise the importance of implementing an appropriate pressure dependent
plasticity formulation (with an elliptical yield surface in the q-p plane) in
macroscale continuum models of trabecular bone. The CFI plasticity formulation
provides accurate predictions of subsidence force in addition to computation of a
highly localised region of plastic deformation of trabecular bone directly under
the punch, correlating strongly with experimentally observed whitening zones.

In the microstructural models the trabecular material is modelled using a simple
pressure independent VM plasticity formulation, hence yielding in the trabecular
microstructure occurs due to concentrations of the von Mises equivalent stress and
not due to localised hydrostatic stress in the trabecular material. However, when
apparent hydrostatic compression is applied to a μCT model, a distinctive yield
point is observed in the apparent stress-strain curve, similar to the multiaxial
compression results of Rincon-Kohli and Zysset (2009). This clearly demonstrates
that the apparent pressure dependent yielding of trabecular bone, observed by
Kelly and McGarry (2012), can occur as a result of localised stress concentrations
and yielding in the trabeculae at a microstructural level without the requirement
that the localised yield is pressure dependent. This distinctive yield and plateau
behaviour is also observed under hydrostatic compression for a μCT model with a
DP plasticity formulation. This demonstrates that the link between localised
microstructural yielding and the macroscopic behaviour of trabecular bone is not
dependent on the specific plasticity formulation implemented at the
microstructural level. Its is also demonstrated that to capture reported differences
in tensile and compressive yield stress using a μCT model, a plasticity formulation
that incorporates this strength asymmetry must be used at a material level. It is
revealed that the inclusion of the trabecular microarchitecture in the μCT models
is a more dominant factor in predicting apparent yield behaviour than the specific
form of the plasticity formulation used to represent the material behaviour of the
trabecular microstructure. For example, a μCT model with a simplistic VM
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plasticity formulation at the trabecular material level is sufficient to elucidate the
experimentally observed apparent level pressure dependent yielding of trabecular
bone. As experimental validation of pure hydrostatic compression is not available,
confined compression simulations are also performed using the microstructural
geometry. Predicted apparent stress-strain curves under confined compression
exhibit a distinctive yield point followed by a stress plateau, similar to the
experimental results of Kelly and McGarry (2012) and Charlebois et al. (2010).

Previous microstructural voxel based FE models have focused on the simulation
of uniaxial compression of trabecular bone using linear elastic material models
(Harrison et al. 2008; Nagaraja et al. 2005; Mc Donnell et al. 2010; Van
Rietbergen et al. 1995; Müller and Rüegsegger 1995). The non-linear behaviour
of microstructural trabecular bone models have also been modelled by reducing
the elastic modulus of the trabecular material to 5% when critical principal strain
is computed at a material point (Bayraktar et al. 2004a; 2004b; Niebur et al. 2000;
2002; Guillén et al. 2011; Verhulp et al. 2008; Harrison et al. 2012). Niebur et al.
(2000) based such criteria on macroscopic testing of cortical bone by Reilly and
Burstein (1975). Under uniaxial compression Harrison et al. (2012) incorporated
material damage using the principal strain based criterion and fracture through
element removal and cohesive forces in the trabecular microarchitecture. Also
based on the testing of cortical bone specimens, Verhulp et al. (2008)
implemented the principal strain based criterion in addition to a perfectly-plastic
VM plasticity formulation for the uniaxial compression testing of trabecular bone.
Van Rietbergen et al. (1995) and Boyd et al. (2002) considered confined
compression loading that was limited to the linear elastic regime, hence offering
no insight into multiaxial yield behaviour. Using the principal strain based
criterion at a trabecular level, biaxial compression strain and normal-shear strain
of μCT based trabecular specimens has been simulated (Bayraktar et al. 2004a;
Niebur et al. 2002). Niebur et al. (2002) proposed a multiple-surface yield
criterion with two intersecting yield ellipses for the on-axis and transverse yield
points, whereas, Bayraktar et al. (2004a) proposed a modified super-ellipsoid
yield criterion. The present study provides predictions of the apparent yield
behaviour of microstructural models of trabecular bone under confined and
hydrostatic compression. As trabecular bone is naturally constrained by the
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surrounding cortex, multiaxial loading configurations such as hydrostatic and
confined compression are particularly relevant and should be carefully
characterised in order to provide accurate predictions of in vivo trabecular bone
behaviour.

Complex multiaxial loading of trabecular bone is encountered during bone
fracture, screw pullout, press-fit device implantation (Cawley et al. 2012) in
addition to vertebral IFD subsidence as demonstrated in the present study. Despite
this, a relatively small number of experimental studies have performed confined
or multiaxial compression testing of trabecular bone specimens. Linde and Hvid
(1989) performed confined compression solely in the elastic regime, whereas,
Kelly and McGarry (2012) and Charlebois et al. (2010) performed confined
compression post-yield to large inelastic strains. The triaxial compression
(Rincon-Kohli and Zysset 2009; Keaveny et al. 1999) and axial-shear strength
(Fenech and Keaveny 1999) of trabecular bone has also been investigated. The
current study highlights the need for extensive further multiaxial experimental
testing and corresponding microstructural computational simulations to further
elucidate the inelastic behaviour of trabecular bone under complex loading
configurations.

Microstructural based trabecular bone geometries have been applied to macroscale
applications of trabecular bone. Microstructural voxel based geometries of
vertebrae have been investigated assigning identical linear elastic material
properties to the cortex and trabeculae (Eswaran et al. 2006; Harrison and
McHugh 2010). Significant limitations are associated with such an approach
given the high computational expense. Using idealised microstructural trabecular
geometry (lattice beam elements) inside simplified vertebral geometry, McDonald
et al. (2010) implemented a VM plasticity formulation for the trabecular
microstructure. The present study demonstrates that simulation of multiaxial
loading of representative samples of trabecular bone microstructure can inform
the development of more accurate continuum models which can then be used for
macroscale applications with finite deformation, accurate contact conditions and
complex non-linear material behaviour.
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The μCT models in the present study elucidate that localised stress concentrations
and yielding in the trabecular microstructure effect the apparent level pressure
dependent plasticity of trabecular bone observed experimentally by Kelly and
McGarry (2012). A continuum representation of trabecular bone using the CFI or
CFV plasticity formulations replicates the apparent stress-strain curve predicted
by the μCT models. Under confined compression the crushable foam plasticity
formulations accurately capture the apparent yield point and post-yield behaviour
of trabecular bone predicted by the μCT models and observed experimentally by
Kelly and McGarry (2012). The crushable foam plasticity formulations capture
the apparent pressure dependent yield observed under hydrostatic compression in
the μCT models. In the triaxial compression loading of Rincon-Kohli and Zysset
(2009), an increase in radial compressive stress results in a decrease in the axial
stress required to cause yield. A piecewise yield surface was experimentally
uncovered by Rincon-Kohli and Zysset (2009) in which the compressive quadrant
is qualitatively similar to the crushable foam plasticity formulation. The predicted
compression yield stress ratio, K, of 0.85 for the crushable foam plasticity
formulations in the present study for ovine trabecular bone is comparable to the
previously reported value of 1 for bovine tibial trabecular bone (Kelly and
McGarry 2012).

As expected, a continuum VM plasticity formulation cannot capture the pressure
dependent yield behaviour of trabecular bone under hydrostatic or confined
compression. Despite this, continuum pressure independent plasticity
formulations have been widely used for trabecular bone including the VM (Keyak
2001; Keyak and Falkinstein 2003) and strain based plasticity formulations
(Gupta et al. 2007; Cowin and He 2005). The present study has shown that a
continuum based pressure dependent DP plasticity formulation is also inadequate
in capturing the inelastic trabecular behaviour although previously implemented
for trabecular bone (Bessho et al. 2007; Derikx et al. 2011). Kelly and McGarry
(2012) and the present study have demonstrated that continuum based plasticity
formulations such as the DP and Mohr-Coulomb formulations that that have linear
yield surfaces in the q-p plane are inappropriate for modelling trabecular bone,
although they have been shown to capture the inelastic behaviour of cortical bone
(Feerick and McGarry 2012; Mullins et al. 2009). Plasticity formulations such as
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the modified super-ellipsoid yield criterion (Bayraktar et al. 2004a), the Tsai-Wu
plasticity formulation (Fenech and Keaveny 1999; Keaveny et al. 1999) and a
cellular solid criterion (Fenech and Keaveny 1999) have also been proposed to
describe the multiaxial yielding of trabecular bone. The Tsai-Wu plasticity
formulation has been shown to reasonably predict the combined axial-shear
strength (Fenech and Keaveny 1999) and to poorly predict the triaxial
compressive stress (Keaveny et al. 1999) of trabecular bone. Representing
trabecular bone morphology, Zysset and co-workers employed inelastic
continuum material models where fabric tensors and volume fraction describe the
heterogeneity and anisotropy of the bone respectively (Charlebois et al. 2010b;
Rincon-Kohli and Zysset 2009; Chevalier et al. 2008; Zysset and Rincon-Kohli
2006; Zysset and Curnier 1996). Although such fabric based models have the
advantage of incorporating trabecular inhomogeneity and anisotropy, they require
microstructural properties of the trabeculae derived from methods such as μCT
data.

In the present study the video imaging of the macroscale VVTs reveal regions of
localised trabecular whitening immediately adjacent to the punch which remain
almost constant with increased indentation. Such whitening regions signify
localised plastic deformation, crushing and microdamage of trabeculae (Thurner
et al. 2006; 2007; Jungmann et al. 2011). The experimental yield type forceindentation curves are captured very well using the CFI plasticity formulation.
Additionally, the CFI plasticity formulation predicts localised trabecular bone
yield regions immediately below the punch that correlate closely with the
experimentally measured whitening regions. The force-indentation curves and
plastic zone size are also reasonably captured by a CFV plasticity formulation
which incorporates asymmetric behaviour in hydrostatic tension and compression.
However, non-yielding regions are predicted for the CFV plasticity formulation
that are not observed experimentally. The VM, DP and Hill plasticity
formulations over predict the experimental forces required to resist subsidence. In
comparison to the experimental measurements, the VM, DP and Hill plasticity
formulations also predict excessively large plastic zones that further enlarge with
increased indentation. The Hill plasticity formulation, an extension of the VM
plasticity formulation which incorporates anisotropic yield behaviour, cannot
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replicate the experimental results. The DP plasticity formulation cannot predict
the correct subsidence force or plastic zone size due to its linear yield surface in
the q-p plane which results in an increased yield stress with increased pressure.
The VM plasticity formulation also predicts non-yielding regions at the punchbone interface which do not correlate with the experimentally observed whitening
regions. The experimental study of Warden and Davy (2010), investigating
trabecular damage after mechanical testing of IFDs to 1 and 2.5% strain, reports
localised histologic damage and permanent deformation close to the implant-bone
interface. The localised plastic zone reported by Warden and Davy (2010) support
our macroscale experimental results and CFI plasticity formulation predictions.
The present study highlights the importance of implementing a pressure
dependent plasticity formulation with an elliptical yield surface in the q-p plane,
such as the crushable foam plasticity formulations, when investigating continuum
macroscale inelastic behaviour of trabecular bone, leading to accurate prediction
of subsidence force and plastic zone size. As revealed in the present study, the
VM, DP and Hill plasticity formulations, will over predict subsidence force and
the plastic zone size.

The current study has some limitations which should be addressed in future work.
In the macroscale experimental testing only one indenter geometry was
investigated. Further experimental studies with various endplate preparation
techniques, IFD geometries and strain rates would be advantageous to further
investigate the mechanics of vertebral subsidence. It is possible that the stress
concentrations induced due to IFD implantation may result in remodelling of the
underlying bone which could alter the mechanics of subsidence. A 2D
axisymmetric model was used for the macroscale computational analysis. A fully
3D geometry proved to be excessively computationally demanding due to the
large inelastic deformation requiring the use of a remeshing algorithm. The
predicted anisotropic behaviour of the μCT trabecular models was incorporated
into the macroscale indentation simulations using a continuum based Hill
plasticity formulation. Unlike the CFI and CFV plasticity formulations, a
continuum based Hill plasticity formulation is limited in replicating the
experimentally observed trabecular behaviour as it does not incorporate pressure
dependent yielding. While the current study demonstrates the advantages of using
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a crushable foam plasticity formulation over the VM, DP and Hill plasticity
formulations for predicting macroscale vertebral subsidence force and plastic zone
size, the authors suggest that ongoing work should entail the simulation of
subsidence using alternative plasticity formulations proposed for trabecular bone
such as the fabric based models of Zysset and co-workers, the modified superellipsoid yield criterion (Bayraktar et al. 2004a), the Tsai-Wu plasticity
formulation (Fenech and Keaveny 1999; Keaveny et al. 2009) or a plasticity
formulation that incorporates pressure dependent yield, anisotropic yield and
strength asymmetry. The incorporation of such a plasticity formulation that
includes damage and fracture may also lead to enhanced results and may be a
focus of a future study.

The present study provides a significant advance in the simulation of macroscale
vertebral IFD subsidence. To the authors knowledge the current study is the first
to investigate the pressure dependent inelastic deformation of trabecular bone
during vertebral device subsidence. Additionally the study provides a correlation
between trabecular whitening and regions of plastic deformation during vertebral
device subsidence. The plastic zone regions predicted using the CFI plasticity
formulation correlate well with the experimental whitening regions, which remain
approximately constant in size with increased subsidence. Previous continuum
based macroscale studies provide extremely limited predictions of subsidence as
they have relied on linear elastic models continuum models (Polikeit et al. 2003a;
2003b; Lim et al. 2001). The present study demonstrates the importance of
representing pressure dependent plasticity in continuum models of trabecular bone
in order to accurately simulate vertebral subsidence.

Experimental studies on subsidence have predominantly focused on endplate
preparation and implant geometry with the maximum failure load being measured
to evaluate subsidence resistance (Lim et al. 2001; Oxland et al. 2003; Steffen et
al. 2000; Lowe et al. 2004; Hollowell et al. 1996; Closkey et al. 1993). Oxland et
al. (2003) found a significant decrease in failure load and stiffness for endplate
removal. Lowe et al. (2004) found that mean failure loads for complete removal
were significantly lower than partially removed or intact endplates. Using full and
peripheral support devices, Steffen et al. (2000) found no difference in failure
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loads with intact endplates and removed (device sitting on periphery) endplates.
Lim et al. (2001) found a reduction in compressive strength with complete
endplate removal. According to Hollowell et al. (1996), the endplate thickness
may not be sufficient to resist subsidence. The current study provides significant
insight into trabecular bone plasticity and demonstrates that the pressure
dependent crushable foam plasticity formulations provide accurate macroscale
continuum simulation of vertebral IFD subsidence. In particular, the current study
demonstrates that the crushable foam plasticity formulations provide a reasonable
representation of the multiaxial behaviour predicted by a μCT model of the
trabecular microstructure, while also providing a close correlation with
macroscale experimentation. It is therefore suggested that the crushable foam
plasticity formulations could be used to accurately model the inelastic behaviour
of trabecular bone for macroscale applications in which an explicit representation
of the microstructure is not computationally feasible. Such accurate macroscale
continuum models could be used to improve the design of IFDs and help guide
clinical issues such as endplate preparation and device selection.

5. Conclusions
In summary, the μCT models elucidate that localised stress concentrations and
yielding in the trabecular microstructure affect the apparent level pressure
dependent plasticity of trabecular bone. It is demonstrated that simulation of
multiaxial loading of representative samples of the trabecular bone microstructure
can inform the development of accurate continuum models which can then be
used for macroscale applications. The crushable foam plasticity formulations
provide a reasonable link between the microscale and macroscale behaviour of
trabecular bone. The multiaxial behaviour of a representative sample of trabecular
bone microstructure is accurately replicated by crushable foam plasticity
formulations. When applied to a macroscale study of vertebral device subsidence
the crushable foam plasticity formulations provide an accurate prediction of the
experimental behaviour. Experimental trabecular whitening during vertebral
device subsidence is quantified and it is demonstrated that it is critically important
to use a continuum plasticity formulation that replicates the inelastic pressure
dependent behaviour of trabecular bone in order to accurately simulate
experimental behaviour. Unlike the VM, DP and Hill plasticity formulations,
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continuum based CFI and CFV plasticity formulations capture the macroscale
inelastic pressure dependent yield behaviour of trabecular bone leading to the
accurate prediction of subsidence force and plastic zone size during vertebral
device subsidence. In conclusion, the study provides insight into the role of the
trabecular microarchitecture in the macroscale multiaxial behaviour of trabecular
bone. Furthermore, correct simulation of the pressure dependent yield behaviour
of trabecular bone in a continuum model of vertebral subsidence is shown to
provide strong agreement with experimental observations.

6. Appendix
Von Mises Constitutive Plasticity Formulation
Yield criterion:
where the von Mises equivalent stress is given as
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Drucker-Prager Constitutive Plasticity Formulation
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Yield criterion:
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where t is the Drucker-Prager deviatoric stress measure,
the material, d is the material cohesion,
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Hill Constitutive Plasticity Formulation
Yield Criterion:
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Where L, M, N, T, U and V are material constants,

are the direct stress

components in the principal directions of anisotropy,

are the shear stress

components, ̅ are the uniaxial yield stresses in the principal directions of
anisotropy and ̅ are the shear yield stresses with respect to the axis of
anisotropy (Hill 1948).
Crushable Foam with Isotropic Hardening Constitutive Plasticity
Formulation
√

Yield criterion:

√

√

Flow potential:

√

√

Where α is the shape of the yield ellipse in the q-p plane, B is the size of the yield
ellipse,

is the yield stress in hydrostatic compression,

yield stress ratio,

is the initial yield stress in uniaxial compression,

initial yield stress in hydrostatic compression,
flow and

is the compression
is the

is the ellipse for the potential

is the plastic Poisson’s ratio (Deshpande and Fleck 2000).

Crushable Foam with Volumetric Hardening Constitutive Plasticity
Formulation
√

Yield criterion:
√(

)(

Flow potential:
Where
and

(

)

)

√

is the centre of the yield ellipse,

is the hydrostatic yield stress ratio

is the yield stress in hydrostatic tension.
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Figures
Fig. 1 (a) 8 mm trabecular bone μCT based cube model. The z-direction is the superior-inferior
(on-axis) loading direction (b) L6 vertebra with the 8 mm cube of trabecular bone taken from the
superior region of the vertebra
Fig. 2 Experimental testing (a) Front view schematic of a full vertebral test (FVT) specimen potted
in the testing rig (b) Plan view schematic of a vertebral visualisation test (VVT) specimen potted
in the testing rig (c) FVT specimen potted in the testing rig (d) FVT specimen with drilled hole in
the central vertebral endplate exposing the trabecular bone
Fig. 3 Computational results of the μCT based models and continuum based models for the von
Mises (VM), crushable foam with isotropic hardening (CFI) and crushable foam with volumetric
hardening (CFV) plasticity formulations under (a) uniaxial compression, (b) hydrostatic
compression and (c) confined compression
Fig. 4 Computational local equivalent plastic strain, von Mises equivalent stress and pressure
stress results at an apparent strain of 2% for the μCT based models for uniaxial, hydrostatic and
confined compression using a von Mises plasticity formulation
Fig. 5 Computational local equivalent plastic strain, von Mises equivalent stress and pressure
stress results at an apparent strain of 5% for the μCT based models for uniaxial, hydrostatic and
confined compression using a von Mises plasticity formulation
Fig. 6 (a) Experimental full vertebral test (FVT) results (b) Experimental vertebral visualisation
test (VVT) results (c) Experimental results (mean±SD) of the VVTs and FVTs. For purposes of
comparison with FVT results, the VVT force results are scaled by a factor of two as only half of
each vertebral specimen was tested
Fig. 7 Experimental images of a vertebral visualisation test (VVT) specimen captured at
indentation depths of: (a) 0 mm (b) 2 mm; (c) 4 mm; (d) 6 mm; (e) 8 mm; (f) 10 mm. A localised
zone of trabecular bone whitening, indicating plastic deformation and damage, can be observed
directly under the punch during subsidence
Fig. 8 Macroscale experimental and computational results of the full vertebra with 10 mm punch
indentation for five different plasticity formulations: von Mises (VM); Drucker-Prager (DP); Hill;
crushable foam with isotropic hardening (CFI); crushable foam with volumetric hardening (CFV).
Fig. 9 Computational equivalent plastic strain contour plots of the macroscale vertebral models at
a indentation depth of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 mm for trabecular bone with the von Mises (VM), Hill and
crushable foam (CFI, CFV) plasticity formulations. The cortical bone and punch are removed for
clarity
Fig. 10 Computational von Mises equivalent stress contour plots of the macroscale vertebral
models at a indentation depth of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 mm for trabecular bone with the von Mises
(VM), Hill and crushable foam (CFI, CFV) plasticity formulations. The cortical bone and punch
are removed for clarity
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Fig. 11 Computational pressure stress contour plots of the macroscale vertebral models at a
indentation depth of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 mm for trabecular bone with the von Mises (VM), Hill and
crushable foam (CFI, CFV) plasticity formulations. The cortical bone and punch are removed for
clarity
Fig. 12 Mean (±SD) of plastic regions extending from the punch-bone interface in the
experimental VVTs and macroscale computational models at 4, 6 and 8 mm trabecular indentation
with the von Mises (VM), Drucker-Prager (DP) (β = 2°; KDP = 1; ψ = 0°), Hill, crushable foam
with isotropic hardening (CFI) (K = 0.85; νp = 0.29) and crushable foam with volumetric
hardening (CFV) (K = 0.85; Kt = 0.5) plasticity formulations
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